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Abstract 

In this study, we have investigated the role of natural Dead Sea Sponge (DSS, Porifera) as a three- 

dimensional (3D) porous host substrate for the immobilization of nanostructured ZnO material 

towards the development of  ZnO based floating photocatalysts for efficient removal of methylene 

blue (MB) dye under the illumination of sunlight. After photodegradation, the treated water after 

dye degradation contains several pathogens, different disinfectants or chemical reagents are 

essentially used. This is not the case for DSS as it can naturally kill any pathogens during the 

wastewater treatment process. To explore these functions, ZnO nanosheets were incorporated onto 

DSS via hydrothermal protocol and the as prepared ZnO/DSS hybrid material exhibited 

approximately~100% degradation efficiency for the removal of MB. Importantly, the degradation 

kinetics associated with the fabricated ZnO/DSS was remarkably accelerated as evidenced by the 

high values of degradation reaction rate constants (3.35×10-2 min-1). The outperformance of 

ZnO/DSS could be attributed to the adsorption caused by its 3D porous structure together with the 

high rapid oxidation of MB. Furthermore, the  high charge separation of electron-hole pairs, natural 

porosity, and abundant catalytic sites offered by the hybrid ZnO/DSS floating photocatalyst in 

achieving approximately ~100% degradation efficiency for MB. Finally, the excellent reusability 

results confirm the feasibility of using natural ZnO/DSS-based photocatalyst for practical solution 

of wastewater treatment and other environmental problems.  

Keywords: Dead Sea Sponge, ZnO, Methylene blue, Photocatalyst, Photodegradation 
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1. Introduction 

The everyday activities of industries and households release an enormous amount of wastewater 

containing high levels of toxic organic compounds that ultimately cause deterioration of our 

environment. Among the toxic organic compounds, dyes are heavily carried by the wastewater 

coming from printing, food and textile industries 1. It has been evident that approximately 30-40% 

wastage of dyes from textile industries is thrown as effluents into the aqueous system without pre-

treatment, thereby causing several diseases including cancer 2. For this purpose, several approaches 

have been used to remove dyes from the wastewater such as chemical precipitation, sorption, 

membrane filtration, oxidation/reduction, ion exchange, coagulation, solvent extraction, and 

photocatalysis 3, 4. The use of photocatalysis is intensively employed to transform the organic dyes 

into carbon dioxide and water through mineralization 5.  

The pre-requirement of potential photocatalysis is the design of extremely photosensitive material, 

therefore various semiconducting metal-oxide materials, including titanium dioxide (TiO2) 
6, zinc 

oxide (ZnO) 7 and cupric oxide (CuO) 8, have been investigated. ZnO, in particular, has shown 

significant photocatalytic activity because of its high photosensitivity 9-13. However, the issue of 

agglomeration of ZnO particles, commonly observed during the degradation process in solution, 

impairs the photo-reactivity towards the dye degradation 14. The fast recombination rate of 

electron- hole pairs is also strongly limiting the photocatalytic activity of ZnO during the 

illumination of light due to its wide band gap of 3.37 eV. The direct use of ZnO particles as a slurry 

is a general approach for the degradation of organic dyes in wastewater. However, the recovery of 

these particles from solution after the degradation process is still a very challenging task causing 

the wastage of particles as a result of post treatment processes 15, 16. Importantly, the ZnO particles 

could be seen even in treated wastewater and that could be toxic to our health 17. For overcoming 

all these issues, several photocatalysts have been immobilized on various supports or polymers, 

therefore the fabrication of semiconducting materials on supporting substrates becomes a 

preferential methodology18, 19, 20. In particular, the use of polymers as a support has been markedly 

implemented in the field of photocatalysis for handling environmental tasks owing to the simple 

reusability and low cost 21-24. Among these polymers, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is widely 

used in diverse fields such as biomedical and material sciences because of its outstanding physical 

and chemical characteristics 25. PDMS possesses also excellent properties such as high elasticity, 
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nontoxicity, hydrophobicity, inertness towards fire and excellent flexibility 26, 27. The use of PDMS 

immobilized with semiconducting materials have been investigated either for physical adsorption 

or photocatalysis 24, 28, 29. In a recent study, porous 3D ZnO/PDMS sponge has been synthesized 

by sugar templating method to degrade methylene blue (MB) with a degradation efficiency of 

~93% and ~85% under UV and visible light irradiation, respectively 30. On the basis of these 

results, it is concluded that the use of PDMS as a support for semiconducting materials did not 

achieve a 100% dye degradation efficiency under natural sunlight conditions. Despite the 

significant performance by these floating photocatalysts, still there is a more space to fabricate 

new and advanced photocatalysts in terms of low cost, simple fabrication, high recycle life and 

efficient (100%) degradation efficiency under the irradiation of natural sunlight. The advantages 

of using the floating substrate is the lightweight, which enables them to float 31. Also, an excellent 

recovery and reusability is achievable by the floating photocatalysts due to improved binding of 

photocatalyst with the floating material which is mainly controlled by the fabrication process 32. 

In addition to that the floating photocatalysts have high possibility to expose themselves to the 

irradiated light, large surface area for making a contact with dye molecules, high interaction with 

oxygen gas, and consequently an enhanced photocatalytic performance is achievable 32, 33. 

Moreover, silica has been used as a supporting material for dye degradation under illumination of 

visible light with limited performances 34, 35, 36. Of particular interest to the current study, we found 

that the reported floating photocatalysts do not have disinfectant activity to kill the pathogens 

during the degradation of dyes in wastewater, thus the treated water will require an additional 

chemical or disinfectant agent to kill the pathogens. 

In the contrast to synthetic floating photocatalysts, Dead Sea sponges (DSS) can be considered as 

a natural source of floating photocatalysts, which exhibits infinite number of benefits such as high 

antibacterial activity and porosity. Importantly, DSSs have the capability to adsorb the dye due to 

large micro porosity and can also kill the bacteria during the treatment of wastewater 37. Moreover, 

silica is naturally present in the DSS which can support the ZnO functionality towards desired 

photocatalytic processes. To the best of our knowledge, these advantageous aspects of DSS have 

not been investigated for the degradation of organic dyes. Therefore, DSS can be considered as a 

renewable natural resource and eco-friendly floating substrate for binding of ZnO particles for 

quantitative (100%) photo-degradation of MB and simultaneously act as a disinfectant for 
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pathogens. Additionally, based on the natural disinfecting properties, Dead Sea sponge is 

considered as renewable photocatalyst with ZnO in this study.  

In this contribution, we have employed DSS for the immobilization of ZnO nanosheets using 

hydrothermal approach and the fabricated ZnO/DSS hybrid material is characterized by scanning 

electron microscopy  (SEM),  X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and UV-Visible spectroscopy techniques and used as a floating 

photocatalysts, which gave rise almost 100% degradation of MB under illumination of  sunlight 

and  excellent recycle life and reusability.  

2. Experimental Work 

2.1.Materials 

The sponge was used as floating substrate for the immobilization of ZnO and the disinfection agent 

and purchased from supplier Marquee Dead Sea Spa (USA). Zinc acetate dihydrate 

(ZnC4H6O4, M=183.48, Merck), ammonia hydroxide (25%, Merck), ethylenediamine tetracetate 

(EDTA), ascorbic acid, sodium borohydride, and methylene blue were of analytical grade. All the 

required solutions were used in the synthesis of the composites in deionized water without further 

purification. 

2.2. Synthesis of ZnO immobilized nanostructures onto Dead Sea Sponge  

Initially, the biomass of sponge was washed with double distilled water in order to remove the fine 

gravels and salt then put into the electric oven at 50 oC for dehydration for overnight. Finally the 

biomass was ready for further experimental process. Zinc acetate dihydrate precursor (2.224g), 

different weight of the sponge (1g, 2g and 4g) and 5mL ammonium solution were dispersed in 100 

mL of DI water. Then, the mixture was transferred into separate (250 mL by volume) beakers and 

were named as sample-1, sample-2 and sample-3. Whereas, one beaker was containing the 

precursors without sponge. After that, the beakers were covered with the aluminum foil and 

subjected to preheated electric oven at 95 oC to for 5 hours to get ZnO coated sponge. Finally, the 

ZnO coated sponge was achieved by filtration and washing with DI water and dried at room 

temperature for specific period of time for further characterization.  The crystal arrays of prepared 

nanostructured materials was investigated with Philips’s powder diffractogram technique under 

the measurement conditions of CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å), 45 kV and 45 mA. The morphology 
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was studied at 3 kV and' to ' Scanning electron microscopy  with a ZEISS Gemini SEM 500 

equipped with field emission gun. Fourier transform Infra read spectroscopy was used to evaluated 

the chemical features of ZnO, and the methylene degradation verification using Bruker IR 

spectrophotometer with sweeping frequency of 400-4000 cm-1. The Uv-visible spectrophotometer 

was employed to record the absorption spectra at room temperature.  

2.3. Photocataytic properties of ZnO immobilized Dead Sea Sponge (DSS). 

The photcatalytic behavior of ZnO coated sponge was done on the degradation proportions of 

methylene blue dye under the natural sunlight source. At first, synthesized ZnO coated sponge 

(5mg, 10mg and 15mg) were transferred into 50mL of 2.50 ×10-5 M of methylene dye solution. 

The degradation experiment was accomplished by magnetic starring in the dark for 30 min after 

achieving adsorption/desorption equilibrium state of methylene blue (MB) dye on the catalytic 

surface. Then, degradation test of MB dye was conducted with natural sun light at different time 

interval (20-160 min). The UV-Vis spectrophotometer (lambda 365) was used to measure the 

residual concentration of MB after each test and the dye removal percentage (%) was calculated 

as below 

Dye removal % =  
𝐶𝑜−𝐶𝑡

𝐶𝑜
× 100  (1) 

Where Co and 𝐶𝑡 are the MB absorbance before degradation and final absorbance of dye at 

different time intervals “t,” of natural light irradiation respectively. 

Recyclability of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS with catalyst dose of 15 mg was evaluated 

by several cycles under natural sunlight for the degradation of methylene blue (MB) dye. The 

reusability tests were conducted five times considering the irradiation time of 270 min, the MB 

concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M, volume of dye 50 mL, the catalytic dose of 15mg. After each test, 

the ZnO coated sponge was comprehensively washed with DI water, dried at room temperature 

for specific period and used over again for the subsequent run. 

The trapping experiment was accomplished by using three reagents to detect the reactive species 

in the photocatalytic degradation. Different scavengers such as ascorbic acid (C6H8O6 .O2- 

scavenger), ethylenediamine tetraacetate acid disodium (EDTA-Na2 h
+ scavenger) and sodium 

monohydrate (NaBH4, 
.OH scavenger)   were employed. The trapping agents were introduced to 

MB solution and the concentration of each was 0.1 mol l-1.This experiment was conducted for 180 
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min under the natural sun light in the presence of 15mg of the ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of 

DSS.  

2.4. Antibacterial activity study of pure sponge, pure ZnO and ZnO immobilized on 4 gram 

of DSS  

The potential of hydrothermal synthesis ecofriendly ZnO coated sea dead sponge nanomaterial to 

kill bacterial pathogen such as E. coli and P. areuginosa was tested using the well diffusion 

method. The culture of said bacteria were swabbed uniformly on the nutrient agar media for 24 h 

at 37oC.  After 24h of incubation, the bacterial analysis was performed by using inoculum of 

overnight culture of each bacterial species grown on Mueller Hinton Broth (MHB). After that the 

inoculum was carefully distributed on a Mueller Hinton Agar petri dish in a constant manner. The 

wells were made using a sterile cork borer (6mm in diameter) into agar plates possessing 

inoculums (bacterial suspension).  The known concentration of 60 µl of pure ZnO and ZnO coated 

sponge were placed into the wells respectively. The plates were placed at 36 0C for 24h for 

successive incubation. After incubation, the zone of inhibition of bacteria was observed in mm 

scale which was formed around the well. A10 mg powder of pure DSS, pristine ZnO and ZnO/DSS 

hybrid photocatalyst was used to make a slurry in the deionized water using ultrasonic bath for the 

uniform photocatalyst solution. Then, 10µL with a mass of (0.2mg) of photocatalyst slurry was 

dropped onto glassy carbon electrode using drop casting methodology. The cleaning of glassy 

carbon electrode was done with alumina paste and silicon paper followed by washing with the 

deionized water. After cleaning and washing, it was dried at room temperature. The modified 

glassy carbon electrode was used to record impedance spectra of pure DSS, pristine ZnO and 

ZnO/DSS hybrid photocatalyst against silver-silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) and counter electrode of 

platinum wire using a sweeping frequency range 100 kHz to 1 Hz at zero bias potential and 

amplitude of 10 mV. The impedance spectra of each material were recorded in the MB 2.50 ×10-5 

M solution at room temperature. The experimental results of impedance were fitted with Zview 

software.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Aspects of morphology, composition and crystallinity of ZnO immobilized onto Dead 

Sea sponge (DSS)  

The detailed information about the synthesis, structural characterization and the functionality of 

prepared materials is enclosed in Supplementary Information. A schematic diagram is illustrating 

the deposition of ZnO onto the DSS by hydrothermal process as shown in Supplementary 

Information (S1). The digital images of degradation performance of pure MB concentration of 

2.50 ×10-5 M without catalyst, 15 mg catalyst dose of bare DSS, pure ZnO and ZnO immobilized 

onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M with the illumination of natural 

sunlight at time interval of 160 min are enclosed in Figure 1. This is confirming the physical 

evidence of the presented study towards the 100 % degradation of MB. The ZnO immobilized onto 

DSS could be regarded as new functional floating photocatalyst for the complete degradation of 

MB from aqueous solution and considered a solution towards the wastewater treatment.  
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Figure 1: Digital images of degradation process, from left dye solution of 2.50 ×10-5 M without 

catalyst, and 15 mg catalyst dose of pure ZnO, pure DSS and ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 

grams of DSS in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 160 min under the 

illumination of sunlight. 

The morphology of pure ZnO, bare DSS and ZnO/DSS (4 grams of DSS) were probed by low 

resolution SEM as depicted in Figure 2. The bare DSS exhibits micro skeleton-like structure 

containing large pores as shown in Figure 2a. The pure ZnO is characterized by randomly oriented 

nanorod-like morphology with approximate length of 6-7 microns with average diameter ~ 2-3 

microns as shown in Figure 2b. After the immobilization of ZnO onto DSS, the morphology of 

ZnO is evolved from nanorod to nanosheets as evident under different magnifications (Figure 2c-

e). It is obvious from Figure 2c that DSS is fully covered with ZnO nanostructures and the 

morphology of ZnO seems as a flower like as shown in Figure 2d. Further increasing the 

magnification, it is seen that flowers are composed of thin nanosheets with wall thickness as shown 

in Figure 2e. The low resolution SEM images of ZnO/DSS hybrids onto 1 and 2 grams of DSS are 

shown in Supplementary Information (S2a-b), indicating the significant amount of immobilization 

of ZnO onto them. Also, the SEM images of ZnO/DSS hybrid material is enclosed in (S2c-d), 

revealing almost similar morphology and well attachment of ZnO onto DSS.  
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Figure 2: SEM images (a) bare DSS, (b) pure ZnO, (c,d,f) ZnO immobilized onto  4 grams of DSS 

The elemental composition of various samples of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS 

as a support were investigated by EDS analysis as shown in Supplementary Information (S3). The 

major elements were Zn, O Si, Ca, Mg and C as depicted in Supplementary (S3a-c). The EDS 

analysis revealed that the composition of floating photocatalyst is mainly consisting Zn and O in 

addition to the several chemical elements commonly found in the Sea Sponge due to presence of 

high density of variety of salts in the sea water. The EDS elemental mapping was also performed 

on the ZnO/DSS hybrid material prepared with highest amount of DSS as shown in Supplementary 

(S4). It is clear that the identified elements are uniformly distributed and relative distribution of 

Zn and O is higher than elements indicating the homogenous immobilization of ZnO nanosheets 

onto DSS.  

 Figure 3a displays the XRD patterns of pure ZnO and various ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 

and 4 grams of DSS samples. The measured diffraction patterns of pure ZnO  sample are highly 

intense and located at 31.77o, 34.42 o, 36.25 o, 47.53 o, 56.60 o, 62.86 o, 66.38 o, 67.96 o, 69.10 o, 

72.56 o and 76.95 o, and corresponded to (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112), 

(201), (004) and (202) crystal planes respectively. The XRD reflections of pure ZnO are correlated 
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to hexagonal wurtzite structure and well supported by (reference code: 00-036-1451). However, 

in case of ZnO immobilized onto DSS samples, the various diffraction patterns of SiO2 in addition 

to ZnO are confirmed at 26.59 o, 38.38 o, 50.51 o, 59.85 o, 65.67 o, 73.29 o and 75.51o assigned to  

(101), (012), (003), (211), (300), (014), (032) and (022) crystal planes respectively. This indicates 

that the composition of ZnO immobilized onto DSS is mainly based on the ZnO and SiO2. The 

intensity of ZnO reflections is slightly decreased and it could be indexed to evolution of 

morphology from nanorod to nanosheets and the nanosheets are heterogeneously decorated on the 

DSS. Figure 3b shows the fitting analysis done to the plane of (100), (002) and (101) at 2θ (o) and 

it is obvious that the diffraction patterns are inclined toward higher angle and consequently a slight 

variation in the lattice parameters can visualized from Figure 3b. The shifting of two theta angle 

towards higher value is attributed to inter-planar distance of various (100), (002) and (101) crystal 

planes at 2θ (o), suggesting excellent crystalline characteristics. Interestingly, the shift of two theta 

has significant influence on the lattice parameters and volume of unit cell of ZnO nanostructures. 

Generally, tensile and compression microstrains have been noticed for the shift in XRD patterns 

to higher and lower two theta angle 38. Furthermore, the peak shift towards higher angle provides 

the scenario of particles of nm range, size of the diffraction reflection would be highly diffusive 

and broadened. Also, the reflection of crystal structure at their surface structure would be highly 

randomly oriented38.  

The chemical bonding of pure MB Zn-O, and Sponge was investigated by FTIR technique as 

shown Figure 4 (a, b). In ZnO, the typical metal-oxygen stretching vibration modes are ascribed 

between 430-600 cm-1 39 as shown in Figure 4a. The intense absorption peaks at 1434, 1448, 3422, 

3444 and 3451 cm-1 are particular absorption bands of hydroxyl groups of adsorbed water 

molecules on the surface of samples 40 as shown in Figure 4a. Furthermore, the vibrations from 

2850-2930 cm-1 are assigned to adsorbed CH3COO- ions adsorbed don the surface of ZnO during 

the synthesis of ZnO from zinc acetate di-hydrate precursor. In case of pure MB, two functional 

groups like –NH/-OH were interfered at 3347 cm-1,   the peak at 2714 cm-1 is labeled for stretching 

vibration of –CH- aromatic and –CH3 methyl groups. The bands of ranging from 1590-1332 cm-1 

are attributed from aromatic ring structure in MB 41,42. The band at 1250 cm-1 is assigned to the 

C=C skeleton of aromatic rings of MB. Other C–S–C at 1037 cm−1 and the out of plane are 

connected ranging from 880 -805 cm−1 bending vibrations as shown in Figure 4b. These most of 
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the FRIR bands are typical features ascribed to chemical bonding of pure MB.  In bare sponge, 

intense absorption at 1163 cm-1 was indexed to longitudinal optical band of Si-O-Si indicating the 

asymmetric stretching frequencies 43 as shown in Figure 4c. A highly intense and broad signal 

measured at 1086 cm-1 is attributed to transversal optical absorption band of Si-O-Si coming 

asymmetric stretching frequency 44. Beside this, symmetric stretching modes of Si-O-Si appeared 

at 878 cm-1, followed by its bending vibration at 469 cm-1. A peak appeared at 716 cm-1 is 

corresponded to Si-O stretching mode of SiO2 
45 as shown in Figure 4c.  The bare DDS sponge is 

mixture of spongin and spicules. The spicules are mainly composed of calcium carbonate and 

silica. However, the spongin are modified version of collagen protein. Therefore, the vibrating 

bands ranging from 2850-2930 cm-1 in bare DSS are possibly assigned to collagen protein, but it 

needs more detailed FTIR studies on chemical bonding of DSS. After the immobilization of ZnO 

onto DSS, the FTIR study has shown the characteristic peaks for both ZnO and SiO2 as shown in 

Figure 4d. Before the dye degradation, the typical peaks of Si-O-Si are observed at 882 cm-1 due 

to asymmetric frequency and the absorption peak at 1026 cm-1 is corresponded to Zn-O-Si 

vibrational modes 46. The typical stretching modes for the immobilized Zn-O are appeared at 471-

529 cm-1 as shown in Figure 4d. The vibrating bands for the region 2850-2930 cm-1 are slightly 

shifted due to interaction of ZnO with DSS and they could be possibly assigned to zinc acetate 

precursor and collagen protein part of DSS.  After the degradation of MB on the surface of ZnO 

immobilized onto DSS, many of the bands are disappeared confirming the successful degradation 

reaction on the presented composite material as shown in Figure 4d.  
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Figure 3: XRD Patterns (a) bare DSS, pure ZnO, ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, 

(b) Peak shift analysis 
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Figure 4: (a) FTIR absorption spectra of pure ZnO and MB, (b) FTIR spectra of pure DSS, (c) 

FTIR absorption spectra of ZnO immobilized onto DSS before and after the degradation of MB 

 

3.2. Photodegradation of MB by various ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 

samples under Sunlight illumination  

Various samples of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS for the photodegradation of 

MB considered as a model dye in aqueous solution under the illumination of natural sunlight were 

used. The visual images of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS as a floating 

photocatalyst are enclosed in Supplementary Information (S5) indicating the effectiveness of DSS 

as a floating substrate. Also, the deposition amount of ZnO particles onto the 1, 2 and 4 grams of 
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DSS was found in in increasing order for the catalyst dose of 5, 10 and 15 mg of each sample as 

shown in Supplementary Information (S6). To understand the photocatalytic activity of prepared 

materials, the degradation was examined under the dark conditions using catalyst dose of 15 mg 

of pure ZnO, bare DSS and 15 mg of ZnO/DSS hybrid on 4 grams of DSS and  dye concentration 

of 2.50 ×10-5 M as shown in Supplementary Information (S7a-d). This study indicates a poor 

catalytic activity, suggesting the adsorption of MB onto the materials instead of oxidation reaction. 

Also, the degradation kinetics is poorly shown with very a limited degradation efficiency as 

enclosed in Supplementary Information (S8a-b). 

The UV-visible absorbance spectra of MB solution without the photocatalyst, with 15 mg catalyst 

dose of pure ZnO and bare DSS in dye concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M at different time intervals 

and under irradiation of natural sunlight are enclosed in Supplementary Information (S9a-c). It can 

be seen from the absorbance values that the decrease in dye concentration is very slow and the 

corresponding degradation efficiencies for the MB without photocatalyst, pure ZnO and bare DSS 

were found as 42.10, 56.16, and 62.68% respectively for the period of 5 hours as shown in 

Supplementary (S9d). These performances confirmed that the pristine materials are more active 

under the illumination of natural sunlight than the dark conditions. The degradation kinetics was 

also studied for the pure ZnO, bare DSS and the dye solution without the photocatalyst as enclosed 

in Supplementary Information (S10a-b). The kinetics analysis again confirms that the DSS has 

superior capability to accelerate the degradation rate with a rate constant value of 2.14×10-3 min-1, 

whereas pure ZnO has shown degradation rate constant of 1.61×10-3 min-1 and the dye solution 

without catalyst has a shown rate constant of 7.32×10-4 min-1 and followed by the pseudo first 

order kinetics. This indicates that the degradation efficiency of bare DSS for MB was observed 

higher than pure ZnO and pure MB solution due to combined effect of adsorption of porous 

structure and the oxidation of MB by the presence of SiO2 within the composition of bare DSS 47. 

The low degradation efficiency of pure ZnO for MB is according to the reported work 48, and the 

several reasons impair the degradation efficiency of pure ZnO such as morphology, the adapted 

synthetic process for pure ZnO, and the wide band gap which allows the fast charge recombination 

rate of electron and hole pairs within the pure ZnO during the illumination of light. ZnO with 

PDMS sponge with a catalysts dose of 600 mg has shown 85% degradation efficiency for MB has 

been reported48 and still it tells us that the new functional materials have to be designed for the 

100% removal of dyes from the wastewater 48.  The immobilization of ZnO on various amounts of 
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DSS such as 1, 2 and 4 grams was carried out for the illustration of role of Sponge towards the 

enhancement of photocatalytic activity of ZnO. The degradation performance in terms of UV-

visible absorbance spectra of 5 mg of catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of 

DSS towards the degradation of MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M under the illumination of 

natural sunlight and their corresponding degradation efficiency is shown in Figure 5a-d. In first 20 

min, about 70% of removal of dye could be contributed to simultaneous adoption and oxidation 

processes as shown in Figure 5d.   

 

Figure 5: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval 

of 160 minutes under the illumination of natural sunlight (a)  5 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized 

onto 1 gram of DSS, (b) 5 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 5 mg 

catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of 5 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4  grams of DSS.  

The 5 mg of catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS contains a loading 

amount of ZnO as 5.35×10-4,  8.075×10-4, and 8.425×10-4 grams respectively, suggesting that large 

size of DSS could deposit high amount of ZnO. It can be seen that the degradation activity of MB 

was enhanced by the immobilization of ZnO onto various amounts of DSS by using 5 mg of 
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catalyst dose. It confirms that the use of higher amount of floating substrate of DSS has revealed 

an increasing trend towards the Photodegradation of MB under natural sunlight as shown in Figure 

5a-c. The measured degradation efficiency of 86.74, 91.06, and 98.17% towards MB were highly 

improved by using catalyst dose of 5 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 

respectively as enclosed in Figure 5d. A large amount of ZnO was immobilized onto 4 grams of 

Sponge which increased the degradation performance compared to the ZnO immobilized onto 

1and 2 grams of DSS.  This increase in the performance of prepared hybrid material is assigned to 

the development of ZnO-SiO2 nanocomposite on to the surface of porous DSS which decreased 

the recombination rate and possibly enhanced the electron-hole pair life time through the addition 

of conduction band electrons from ZnO-to-SiO2. Interestingly, the presence of SiO2 within the DSS 

could effectively separate the photogenerated charge carriers and could uplift the additional active 

catalytic sites through the interaction of ZnO and SiO2 itself 49, therefore, outperform functionality 

towards the degradation of MB is achieved on the ZnO immobilized onto the DSS. Similarly the 

catalyst dose of 10 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS were studied in dye 

concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M and the related degradation efficiencies are enclosed in Figure 6a-

d.  

The obtained performance of ZnO immobilized on DSS is suggesting that the natural Sea Sponge 

is an ideal material for the enhancement of the photocatalytic activity of photocatalytic materials 

like ZnO and it could be considered as a commercial composite material for the practical 

wastewater treatment problems. 
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Figure 6: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval 

of 160 minutes under the illumination of natural sunlight (a) 10 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized 

onto 1 gram of DSS, (b) 10 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 10 mg 

catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of 10 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS. 

The increased dose from 5 mg to 10 mg has further enhanced the degradation rate and efficiency 

of using ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS. The 10 mg of catalyst dose using ZnO 

immobilized onto 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS is loaded with 0.00107, 0.00161, and 0.00169 grams 

respectively and indicating that increasing the catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams 

carried higher amount of ZnO. The degradation efficiency of MB using 10 mg of ZnO immobilized 

photocatalyst immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS are obtained as 93.05, 94.51 and 99.32% 

respectively as shown in Figure 6d. We have further investigated the optimized catalyst dose of 15 

mg of ZnO immobilized onto the 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS in dye concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M 

and the measured degradation efficiencies are in Figure 10. A catalyst dose 15 mg ZnO 

immobilized onto 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS contains 0.00161, 0.00242, and 0.00253 grams 

respectively. The use of 15 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS has confirmed the 

complete removal of MB from aqueous solution as shown in Figure 7a-c. The observed 
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degradation efficiencies of 15 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS are 95.16, 

95.95 and 99.94% are shown in Figure 7d. This study is revealing that the lowest amount of 

0.00253 grams for ZnO was deposited on the 15 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 4 

grams of DSS to be used to date for 100% degradation efficiency of MB from aqueous solution 

under the illumination of sunlight. The design and architecture of DSSs as floating substrate is 

illustrating that unique features for the development of new generation and functional 

photocatalysts for the chronic environmental issues. From this analysis, it is obvious that ore for 

the first time we report the immobilization of  ZnO nanosheets onto DSS and the prepared hybrid 

material with a dose of 15 mg has performed dramatically towards 100% degradation of MB in 

dye concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M. The degradation efficiency enclosed in Figure 5d, 6d and 7d is 

triplicated and average with error bar is shown in S11, suggesting a slight increase in the efficiency 

with increasing catalyst dose of same sample like sample 1, sample 2 and sample 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 7: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval 

of 160 min under the illumination of natural sunlight (a) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized 
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onto 1 gram of DSS, (b) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 15 mg 

catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of1 5 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS,  

The kinetics was also evaluated for the 5 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto the 1, 2 and 

4 grams DSS toward degradation rate of MB as shown in Figure 8a. The degradation rate constant 

values were estimated as 5.81×10-3 min-1, 8.09×10-3 min-1, and 1.779×10-2 min-1 for the catalyst 

dose of 5 mg ZnO immobilized onto the 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS as a substrate. The kinetics of 5 

mg of catalyst dose was highly increased for the degradation reaction of MB and indicating as 

superfast simultaneous adsorption and oxidation process of MB on the surface of ZnO immobilized 

ZnO  4 grams of DSS. The degradation kinetics of 10 mg dose of catalyst of ZnO immobilized 

onto the 1, 2, and 4 grams of DSS was also monitored as enclosed in the Figure 8b. The calculated 

rate constant values are 9.98×10-3 min-1, 1.098×10-2 min-1, and 2.288×10-2 min-1 for the 10 mg of 

ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS respectively. A catalyst dose of 10 mg of ZnO 

immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS has revealed an outstanding degradation kinetics. The measured 

kinetic study is further revealing that the catalyst dose is essential to optimized and it has a great 

impact on the degradation kinetics of MB as proven in this study and other reported works. The 

kinetics of 15 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS was also studied 

as shown in Figure 8c and the measured rate constants values for the degradation of MB are 

1.231×10-2 min-1, 1.316×10-2 min-1 and 3.351×10-2 min-1 respectively. The high rate constant value 

of 3.351×10-2 min-1 and the degradation efficiency of  99.94% for the 15 mg of catalyst dose of 

ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval 

of 160 min are the advantageous features of the proposed study. For better understanding the rate 

constant values for the degradation reaction on the surface of  ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 

grams of DSS with a catalyst dose of 5, 10 and 15 mg of each sample in MB concentration of 2.50 

×10-5 M are enclosed in Supplementary Information (S12). The reaction kinetics for the 

degradation of MB on the surface of ZnO immobilized onto DSS is followed by pseudo first order 

kinetics as witnessed by the fair rate constant values. The amount of DSS as a floating substrate, 

the catalyst dose and initial dye concentration are the critical parameters evaluated for the 

fabrication of ZnO based photocatalyst for 100% degradation efficiency towards MB. The 

degradation reaction profile at MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M under the illumination of sunlight 

is enclosed in Figure 8d-f. The use of 5 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 
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have shown improved photocatalytic activity of MB which could be assigned to firm binding of 

ZnO nanosheets onto the Sponge substrate. The catalyst dose of 5 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 4 

gram DSS has revealed about 98.17% as shown in Figure 8d. Moreover, the reaction rate profile 

for the 10 mg of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS is enclosed in Figure 6e and 

suggesting approximately 99.32% degradation efficiency. For the sample of ZnO immobilized 

onto 1, 2 and  4 grams of DSS with a catalyst dose of 15 mg the reaction profile for the degradation 

of MB is enclosed in Figure 8f. The measured degradation efficiency of 99.94% is indicating 

almost complete removal of MB from the aqueous solution. Figure 8f for the sample 3 is further 

re-plotted and shown in S13 for the recalculation of rate constants of MB degradation. The 

recalculated rate constants are shown in Table S1. It has shown that there are two regions for the 

degradation process, confirming the decomposition of MB into secondary constitutes. The data of 

the S13 seems that there are two different slopes (i) for the time period 0 to 80 mins and (ii) from 

100 to 160 mins.  The linearity of the data is confirmed from R squared values shown in the inset. 

This probably suggests that during the degradation MB dye is converted to secondary organic 

product which starts its degradation from the time 100 mins and completely degraded after 160 

mins as shown in S13. The data of all three samples i.e. Sample 3 a-c is shown in S13 which clearly 

shows that the obtained experimental data could not follow the linearity. In order to have a best 

understanding, the obtained data is divided into two regions and the mathematical model 

describing the straight line is best fit to the data. The values of the rate constant are also calculated 

from each linear part of the data and the average (K) values are mentioned in the Table S1 which 

elucidate that the maximum K- value is obtained for sample 3(c).  
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Figure 8: Linear plotting for kinetic versus  different time intervals in MB  concentration of 2.50 

×10-5 M for the time interval of 160 minutes  (a)  5 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 

2 and 4 grams of DSS, (b) 10  catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto, 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (c) 

15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 gram of DSS, (d) Photodegradation  reaction  

profile for MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 160 min  for 5 mg catalyst dose 

of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (e) 10  catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto, 

1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (f) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 gram of DSS 

Furthermore, the detection of major reactive substances during the photocatalysis of MB was 

carried out in order describe the degradation mechanism on the surface of ZnO immobilized onto 

DSS. As we used the photodegradation of MB on various ZnO immobilized onto DSS under the 

irradiation of natural sunlight. The photocatalysis is started through the production of electron-

hole pairs, then these electron hole pairs are involved in the generation of reactive O2
–· and ·OH 

radicals followed by oxidation of organic dye 50, 51. It has been shown that the water based 

generation of hydrogen atoms are responsible for the decline in the degradation process of dye, 

therefore we studied the scavenger role during the same conditions of photocatalysis of MB. The 

addition of ethylenediamine tetracetatete (EDTA), ascorbic acid and sodium borohydride (NaBH4) 

as scavengers could create a stress at the equilibrium of photodegradation of MB using ZnO 
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immobilized onto DSS. The effect of radical and ion introducing substances was studied as 

enclosed in Figure 9.  In the scavenger study, we aimed to see the suppression effect of particular 

scavenger agent on the density of superoxide radical ions (•O − 2), hydroxyl radicals (•OH), and 

photogenerated holes (h+), which are actively involved in the degradation process. The ascorbic 

acid, sodium borohydride and ethylenediamine tetracetate (EDTA) have direct influence on (•O − 

2), and hydroxyl radicals (•OH) 52. The degradation of MB is mainly governed by these oxidizing 

agents as reported by previous studies 53, 54, therefore we mainly focused on these scavenger agents 

in the proposed study. The decrease in the degradation efficiency was very prominent for ascorbic 

acid compare to the degradation of MB without scavenger.  

 

 

Figure 9: Photodegradation of MB under the influence of various scavengers in MB concentration 

of 2.50 ×10-5 M using 15 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS under the 

illumination of sunlight. 

The activity of various ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS was also investigated in  

higher MB concentration of 3.4×10-5 M under the illumination of natural sunlight as shown in  

Supplementary (S14). It can be seen that by increasing dye concentration from MB concentration 
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of 2.50 ×10-5 M to 3.4×10-5 M, the effectiveness of ZnO immobilized onto DSS was decreased 

due to high adsorption rate of MB molecules on the surface of ZnO-Sponge which could stop the 

irradiated photons of sunlight to strike with the catalytic sites offered by ZnO, consequently 

decreased degradation activity is observed 42. Both the degradation efficiency and rate constant for 

the degradation of MB in higher concentration have revealed reduced performance of various 

catalyst doses of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS as shown in Supplementary (S15, 

16, 17). The degradation reaction kinetics using 5, 10 and 15 mg of each sample of ZnO 

immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS in MB concentration of 3.4×10-5 M in terms of 

measured rate constant for the simplicity is described by Supplementary (S18). Again, it indicates 

that the high concentration of MB is slowing down the degradation reaction kinetics. The 

developed ZnO immobilized onto DSS photocatalyst exhibits significant resistivity towards the 

use of several repeatable cycles due to proper crystal match of both ZnO and SiO2 within the 

structure of sponge, thus ZnO does not lose out from the surface of DSS. 

3.3. Photodegradation mechanism of MB on the surface of hybrid ZnO/DSS  

The degradation mechanism is generally based on the primary oxidizing radicals produced by 

active radicals trapping experiment. It is believed that the dominant active oxidizing species are 

(OH.) followed by the electron-hole pairs then superoxide radicals generated on the irradiation of 

natural sunlight on the solution of MB in the presence of ZnO immobilized onto DSS. The 

generation of electron and hole pairs has produced high density of peroxide and hydroxyl radicals 

under the illumination of natural sunlight which ultimately efficiently degraded the MB as 

schematically shown in Figure 10.  F. Mohamed et.al. has described that the Photodegradation 

process of MB completely takes in three steps with the illumination of light source 55. Firstly, the 

MB molecules are adsorbed on the surface of photocatalyst and the adsorption of dye is further 

accelerated by the illumination of light. Secondly, the transfer of changed species takes place 

consisting reducing and oxidizing radicals 55. Figure 8 shows a continuous irradiation of light with 

the surface of ZnO immobilized onto DSS and it creates a high density of excited electrons from 

the lower valence band (VB) to high energy conduction band (CB), thereby electrons and holes 

are produced in addition to other oxidizing radicals in the reaction system as described in Figure 

8. In third step, the complete degradation of MB is either accompanied by the photogenerated 

electron-hole pairs or associated hydroxide radicals 56. In our study, the ZnO immobilized onto 
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DSS has dual advantages offered by the photosensitivity of ZnO and the possible role of SiO2 from 

sponge could not be excluded and large porosity of sponge enables the high adsorption rate in 

addition to oxidation of MB via created oxidizing radicals in the aqueous solution of MB and high 

serration out of electron hole pairs during the illumination of sunlight. It has been shown that the 

SiO2 separate out the photogenerated charge carriers and provides new catalytic sites on the basis 

of interaction of  ZnO and SiO2 itself 51, 57, 58,59, therefore we observed 100% degradation efficiency 

of MB. Furthermore, the scavengers of a particular choice enabled the identification of selected 

group or radical or ions during the degradation of MB, and consequently a proposed mechanism 

could be obtained.  The scavengers study shows a significant reduction in the photodegradation of 

MB, therefore in this study the reaction mechanism is mainly governed by composition of hybrid 

material 60. However, the produced electrons in the conduction band of ZnO were utilized to 

reaction with water and oxygen molecules, resulting superoxide anions as a byproduct 61. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Proposed systematic sketch of degradation mechanism of MB on ZnO immobilized 

DSS floating photocatalyst in aqueous solution under illumination of natural sunlight.  
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The experimentally identified products during the photodegradation of MB in aqueous are reported 

by the published work 62 as shown in Supplementary (S19). Briefly, at the beginning the sulfur-

nitrogen conjugated part of the MB chemical structure is interacting with (.OH) radicals and 

resulted a product of 2-amino-4-(N,N-dimethyl)-benzenesulfonic acid) at stage b and  product (4-

N,N-dimethyl)-aniline) at stage c. Furthermore, the some portion of stage b produces (2,4-

hexadiene-1,6-diol) as a stable product. And other portion of stage b is oxidized and deaminized 

to (p-nitrobenzensulfonic acid) at stage d and (benzensulfonic acid) at stage e. At the stage c, the 

obtained product is oxidized and deaminized into (4-(N,N-dimethyl)-phenol) at stage i and 

(hydroquinone) at stage j. Then a portion of produced reaction intermediates at stage e and j are 

attacked by (.OH) radicals and resulted into unzipped products like (propionic acid) at stage j and  

(malonic acid) h stage. Furthermore, these products are oxidized into variety of nonhazardous 

mineralized products like carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) see the Supplementary (S19).  

To investigate the repeatability and stability of 15 mg of  ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, 

several  experiments were performed in MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M under the illumination 

of natural sunlight as shown in Figure 11. After the run of each cycle, the ZnO immobilized 

photocatalyst was washed several time with the deionized water in order to verify the complete 

removal of adsorbed MB molecules from the surface, then it was dried followed by squeezed prior 

to the next photocatalytic experiment. Irrespective of careful washing of used ZnO immobilized 

onto DSS catalyst, the complete removal of MB from the surface of photocatalyst was not possible 

to achieve. Thus, the performance of presented floating photocatalyst was lost after the first cycle 

due to firmly bound MB molecules with the surface of ZnO immobilized DSS and blockage of 

illuminated photons of light resulted a no possibility of them to reach at the surface of ZnO 

immobilized onto sponge. After that, the ZnO immobilized onto DSS maintained the degradation 

performance without any abrupt loss which could be assigned to unique structural features of DSS. 

Another reason for the loss of performance of ZnO immobilized onto DSS during reusability test 

is indexed to decrease in the intensity of sunlight which enabled the less number of photons to 

reach at the surface of immobilized ZnO as all the recycles were done at the same day. From 

reusability test, it is clear that ZnO nanosheets were strongly attached with the surface of DSS due 

to presence of SiO2 as crystal lattices are similar which facilitated the growth of ZnO crystal on 

the sponge. The performance evaluation of our fabricated ZnO/DSS floating photocatalyst is 

compared with recently reported excellent floating photocatalysts is given in Supplementary 
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Information (Table S2). The proposed material is simple, low cost, easily prepared and efficient 

for the removal of MB from aqueous solution under the illumination of natural sunlight can be of 

great consideration for practical wastewater treatment applications.  

Supplementary (S20) represents the impedance spectra of pure ZnO, DSS and hybrid ZnO/DSS 

photocatalyst. The Nyquist plots are well characterized by fitted equivalent circuit. The prepared 

materials describe the semicircle arcs. The area of arcs define the charge transfer resistance as 

shown in Supplementary (S19). It is obvious that ZnO/DSS has verified the smallest semicircle 

arc compare to pure ZnO and DSS, confirming the clear indicator for the excellent performance 

during photodegradation process. The estimated charge transfer values for pure DSS (sample1), 

pristine ZnO (sample 2) and ZnO/DSS hybrid photocatalyst prepared with highest amount of DSS 

(sample 3) are 876 Ohms, 312 Ohms and 163 Ohms respectively.  

 

 

Figure 11: Reusability results for the 15 mg catalyst of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS in 

MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 160 min under the illumination of 

sunlight 
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3.4. Antibacterial study of ZnO immobilized onto 1 and 4 grams of Dead Sea Sponge (DSS) 

The antibacterial study of pure DSS, pure ZnO and ZnO coated sponge was analyzed by adopting 

the agar well diffusion method using E.coli and P. areuginosa as the medium.  

Supplementary Figure (S21) shows that zone of inhibition of bacterial species growth is caused by 

the pure ZnO is different from the zone of inhibition occurred by ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams 

of DSS. Moreover, ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS samples introduce greater zone of 

inhibition as compared to the pure DSS and ZnO and the measurement of growth inhibition of 

bacterial strains are tabulated in Supplementary Table S3.   Haque, et al. has described that the 

antibacterial activity of nanoparticles is a size dependent, as the particle size decreases, 

antibacterial  effectiveness of particles  will highly improve 63, 64. Usually, three mechanisms were 

involved behind the interaction between nanoparticles and bacteria. The initial mechanism was 

involved the formation of active hydroxyls, second mechanism involved the deposition of 

nanoparticles on the bacterial surface and in the final, nanoparticles accumulates in the periplasmic 

zone of the bacterial cell which disorders the cellular operations and instantaneously muddled the 

membrane. Though, in case of E. coli, ZnO material initially muddle the cell membrane of E. coli 

and comes in the cytoplasmic region. Locating themselves in the cytoplasm region, the material 

neutralizes the respiratory enzymes and enhance the emersion of cytoplasmic contents into the 

outward direction which impairs the membrane and finally kills E. coli bacteria resulting in a zone 

of inhibition of bacterial growth around itself 65, 66. The ZnO together with DSS has shown 

improved antibacterial activity and offers simultaneous effective solution of wastewater treatment 

and higher disinfection activity.  

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we have fabricated ZnO/DSS hybrid composite via hydrothermal process. This 

composite acts as a highly active floating photocatalyst towards approximately 100% degradation 

efficiency for MB in aqueous solution under the illumination of natural sunlight. The effect of 

catalyst dose and initial MB dye concentration were studied for various fabricated ZnO/DSS 

photocatalysts. Structurally, the developed photocatalyst has a high interconnected network of 

porous architecture which has effectively hosted thin ZnO nanosheets. Significantly, the prepared 

ZnO/DSS hybrid material is remarkably efficient as evident by the simultaneous high rate of 

adsorption and oxidation of MB under sunlight illumination. Interestingly both pristine DSS and 

ZnO gave poor and slow photocatalytic performance towards degradation of MB upon irradiation 
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with sunlight. Whereas, the immobilization of ZnO onto DSS has resulted in 100% degradation 

efficiency for MB in a very short time intervals leading to a high degradation rate constant of 

3.351×10-2 min-1. Additionally, ZnO/DSS composite has a natural disinfection activity during the 

degradation of the dye as it killed any existing pathogens, thus it does not require any additional 

chemical or reagent to treat the pathogens present in the treated water. Taken together, the 

improved degradation performance could be attributed to multi catalytic centers produced by 

immobilized ZnO onto favorable composition of DSS and further facilitated by the strong charge 

separation of electron and hole pairs. We found an optimized catalyst dose of 15 mg of ZnO 

immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS is facile, low cost, excellent reusability and very efficient 

photocatalyst with a high profile of practicality towards the solution of environmental problems 

especially organic dyes degradation from industrial wastewater. Hence, we believe that DSSs can 

be used as a host floating substrate for the wide range of photosensitive nanostructures for plenty 

of repeatable recycles. Also, the prepared composite could be of great interest for the wide range 

of adsorption processes where practical aspects are of immediate need.  
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S1: Schematic diagram for the synthesis of ZnO immobilized onto gram of DSS 
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S2: SEM images of ZnO immobilized onto (a) 1 gram of DSS, (b) 2 grams of DSS, (c-d) SEM 

images of ZnO immobilized after the MB degradation process 
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S3:  EDS spectra (a) ZnO immobilized onto gram of DSS, (b) ZnO immobilized onto 2 a grams of 

DSS, ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS 

 

S4: EDS mapping of ZnO/DSS hybrid system containing the highest amount of DSS 
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S 5: Digital view of 15 mg ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS concentration of 2.50 

×10-5 M. 
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S6: shows the ZnO content present in 5, 10 and 15 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 

2 and 4 grams of DSS 
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S7: (a) UV-visible absorbance spectra (a) 15 mg of pure ZnO, (b)  15 mg of pure DSS, (c) 15 mg 

of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS (d) their corresponding degradation efficiency 

 

S 8: (a) Linear plotting for kinetic versus  different time intervals in MB  concentration of 2.50 

×10-5 M for the time interval of 270 min  15 mg of pure ZnO, and  15 mg of pure Dead Sea and 15 

mg of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of DSS, (b) Reaction profile for 15 mg of pure ZnO, and  
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15 mg of pure DSS and 15 mg of ZnO immobilized onto DSS in MB  concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 

M for the time interval of 270 min 

 

 

 

 

S9: (a) UV-visible absorbance spectra (a) MB concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M under the illumination 

of natural sunlight without catalyst, (b) 15 mg of pure ZnO, (c)  15 mg of pure DSS, (d) their 

corresponding degradation efficiency  
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S10: (a) Linear plotting for kinetic versus  different time intervals in MB  concentration of 2.50 

×10-5 M for the time interval of 300mnuites  without catalyst, 15 mg of pure ZnO, and  15 mg of 

pure DSS, (b) Reaction profile for dye without catalyst, 15 mg of pure ZnO, and  15 mg of pure 

DSS in MB  concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time interval of  300 min. 
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S11: Triplicate of sample 1, 2 and 4 average degradation efficiency values with error bars 
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S12: Pictorial presentation of rate constants for the 5, 10 and 15 mg catalyst dose of each ZnO 

immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS in in MB  concentration of 2.50 ×10-5 M for the time 

interval of 160 min. 

 

 

 

 

S13: plot ln(Ct/C0) for the recalculation of rate constant of MB onto sample-3 
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S14: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 

300 mnuites under the illumination of natural sunlight (a) 10 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized 

onto 1 gram of DSS, (b) 10 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 10 mg 

catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of 10 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 
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S15: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 

300 min under the illumination of natural sunlight (a) 5 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 1 

gram of DSS, (b) 10 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 10 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of 10 mg catalyst dose 

ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 
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S16: UV-visible absorbance spectra in MB concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 M for the time interval of 

300 min under the illumination of natural sunlight (a) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 

1 gram of DSS, (b) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 2 gram of DSS, (c) 15 mg catalyst 

dose ZnO immobilized onto 4 gram of DSS, (d) Degradation efficiency of 15 mg catalyst dose 

ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 
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S17: Linear plotting for kinetic versus  different time intervals in MB  concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 

M for the time interval of 300 min  (a)  5 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 

grams of DSS, (b) 10  catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto, 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (c) 15 mg 

catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 gram of DSS, (d) Photodegradation  reaction  

profile for MB concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 M for the time interval of  300 min  for 5 mg catalyst 

dose of ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (e) 10  catalyst dose ZnO immobilized 

onto, 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS, (f) 15 mg catalyst dose ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 gram of 

DSS 
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S 18: Pictorial presentation of rate constants for the 5, 10 and 15 mg catalyst dose of each ZnO 

immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS in in MB  concentration of 3.4 ×10-5 M for the time 

interval of 300 min. 
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S19: Experimentally identified products during the degradation of MB in aqueous solution  
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S20: EIS spectra of pure DSS (sample1), pristine ZnO (sample 2) and ZnO/DSS hybrid 

photocatalyst containing high amount of DSS (sample3) 
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S21: Antibacterial study of pure ZnO and ZnO immobilized onto 1, 2 and 4 grams of DSS 

against E.coli and P.aeruginosa 
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Table S1: Recalculated rate constant for different regions of sample-3 

 

Sample Name K value (min-1) 

Region-1 

K value (min-1) 

Region-2 

Average  

K value (min-1) 

Sample-3 (a) 0.008841 0.030775 0.019808 

Sample-3 (b) 0.01277 0.03629 0.02453 

Sample-3 (c) 0.012542 0.07243 0.042486 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2: The comparative analysis of 15 mg catalyst dose of ZnO immobilized onto 4 grams of 

DSS with various well-established photocatalysts 

 

Catalysts Weight Light 

Source 

Dye Con: 

 

Time  

(min) 

Dye 

Removal 

(%) 

Method Ref. 

S-ZnO NPs 

 

30mg Sun 

light 

MB 20 μM 45 61.45% Co-precipitation [1] 

MnTiO3 5mg Sun 

light 

MB  

1 ×105- M 

250 75% Sol-gel [2] 

CBMO 150mg Sunlight MB 

1 g 

120 67.43% Co-precipitation [3] 

Fe2TiO5 50mg Sunlight 

 

MB  

10 mg l−1 

250 97% Sol-gel [4] 
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PP–ZnONPs 50mg Sunlight MB 

20 ppm 

120 95% GS-Method [5] 

3-BiOI/SiO2 3g Visible 

light 

LED 

lamp 

MB 

10 mg L−1 

15h 86.2% One-pot 

solvothermal 

[6] 

ZnO Nps 100mg Sunlight MB 

10ppm 

150 91% Combustion [7] 

porous 

TiO2 cerami

cs 

eighty 

pieces 

(20 mg 

each 

piece) 

UV light  RhB 

10 mg L−1 

300 m

in 

 

99.3% camphene-

based freeze-

casting process 

[8] 

macro/meso

porous 

anatase 

TiO2 cerami

c 

eighty 

pieces 

(20 mg 

each 

piece) 

UV light RhB 

10 mg mL−1 

180 99.4% a camphene-

based freeze-

casting process 

[9] 

exfoliated 

vermiculite 

2g Sun 

light  

phosphate 26h 50% microwave 

irradiation to 

give EV a 

floating 

property 

[10] 

Fe–N-

codoped 

TiO2/fly ash 

cenospheres 

0.2g Sun 

light  

RhB mg L−1 4 h 89% Sol-gel method [11] 

hollow 

TiO2/fly ash 

cenospheres 

1.5g Sun 

light  

MB 

30 mg L−1 

9 h  

0.0922 

(min−1) 

 

Sol-gel [12] 

Ag+-doped 

TiO2/polyst

yrene 

0.05g Sun 

light 

MB 5 mg L−1 5h 83%  Impregnation 

and strewing 

based on a 

simple solvent-

cast method 

[13] 

TiO2/polyur

ethane foam 

forty 

pieces 

Sun 

light 

MB + CrVI 10

 mg L−1 

150 90% a low-

temperature 

ultrasonic and 

deposition 

approach 

[14] 

TiO2/low 

density 

polyethylen

e 

1g Sun 

light 

MB 

0.16 mmol L−

1 

 

225 30%  [15] 

C,N-

TiO2/polytet

rafluoroethy

lene 

1gL-2 Visible 

light 

MO 

20 mg L−1 

4h 96.9% y a simple high-

energy ball-

milling process 

[16] 
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B–N–

TiO2/expand

ed perlite 

 

 (6 mg/g, 

24 wt% 

TiO2 

Solar 

light 

RhB   5h 99.1% Sol-gel [17] 

Ag+-

TiO2/PS 

---- Solar 

light 

MB 5 mg 

L−1 

6h 94% A simple 

solvent cost 

method 

[18] 

TiO2-

graphene 

0.2 g UV light RhB 

0.02 mM 

2-4h 95% Sol-gel  [19] 

TiO2/polypr

opylene 

15–

20 mg 

UV light MO 

15 mg L−1 

4h 65% Low 

temperature 

Hydrothermal 

method 

[20] 

TiO2/polypr

opylene 

fabric 

a piece 

(d = 47 m

m) 

UV light  MO 

15 mg L−1 

 

240 100% Hydrothermal 

Process 

[21] 

 MgAl2O4-

AC 

 0.1 g  Solar 

light 

MB 30 mg/L 140 96% Solvothermal  [22] 

rGO/CuS  

 

100 mg  Solar 

light 

MG 10 mg/L 90  97.6 Co-precipitation 

method 

[23] 

ZnO–ZnTe 30mg Solar 

light 

MB 8 mg/L 2h 91% one-pot 

hydrothermal 

approach  

[24] 

ZnO/ZnSe/

MoSe2 

 

0.03 g Solar 

Light 

MO 30 mg/L 180 91.5% Modified So-

Gel Methods 

[25] 

ZnO/Cr2O3 

 

25mg Solar 

Light 

MB 10 ppm 90 85% Green method [26] 

ZnO/C-dots 20 mg  Solar 

Light 

RO 

5 × 10−5M  

8h 85% one-step 

method. 

[27] 

Fe3O4/silica/

ZnO 

500mg Solar 

light 

MB 5 ppm) 60 99% coprecipitation 

and 

solvothermal 

methods 

[28] 

Dy-doped 

ZnO 

0.2g Solar 

light 

MB 

1 × 10−5 M 

75 97% tartaric acid-

assisted 

combustion 

method 

[29] 

 ZnO/C  3 wt% 

carbon 

nanoplate

s 

500 W 

Hg 

visible 

lamp 

MB 25 mg/L 80 95% wet chemical 

method  

 

[30] 

Mn–

ZrO2 NPs 

 

20.0 mg Solar 

light 

MB 

10.0 mg L−1 

60 96.2% simple co-

precipitation 

Method 

[31] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/coprecipitation
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Fe3O4/ZnO  0.2g Solar 

Light 

MB 100 ppm 120 85.5% solid-state 

method 

[32] 

Ni–Th–ZnO  0.375 g/

L 

Solar 

Light 

MB  

1.5 μM 

180 93% co-

precipitation me

thod 

[33] 

La-doped 

ZnO  

 

10mg Solar 

Light 

5 × 10−5 M 100 85% wet chemical 

method 

[34] 

Cd-doped 

ZnO 

25mg Soalr 

Light 

MB 

10 mg/L = 3.

0 × 10−5 M 

3.5h 85.0% Sol-Gel Method [35] 

ZnO coated 

on 4g of 

DSS 

15 mg Solar 

Light 

MB 

2.50× 10−5 M 

160 99.94% Simple 

Hydrothermal 

Process 

Present 

Work 

 

 

 

Table S3:  Antibacterial assessment of ZnO and ZnO coated Sponge samples  

Name of Sample Zone of inhibition (mm) 

E.coli P.aeruginosa 

Pure Sponge 4 mm 3 mm 

Pure ZnO 6 mm 5 mm 

Sample-1 11 mm 7 mm 

Sample-3 14 mm 11 mm 
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